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RealDoll is a life-size sex doll also considered a mannequin manufactured by Abyss Creations in San
Marcos California and sold worldwide. It has a durable poseable PVC skeleton with steel joints and
silicone ﬂesh which is arguably the state-of-the-art for life-like human body simulation. Prices begin at
around US$6500 with some models costing over US$10000. Image File history File links Download
high-resolution version 1040x1050 293 KBedit Summary Photograph by Wanda Bohon edit Licensing
File history Legend cur = this is the current ﬁle del = delete this old version rev = revert to this old
version. ... Image File history File links Download high-resolution version 1040x1050 293 KBedit
Summary Photograph by Wanda Bohon edit Licensing File history Legend cur = this is the current ﬁle
del = delete this old version rev = revert to this old version. ... Sex dolls should not be confused with
anatomically precise dolls. ... A wooden mannequin For other uses see disambiguation the
Mannequin. ... San Marcos is a city located in the northern portion of San Diego County California USA.
As of the 2000 census the city had a total population of 54977. ... This article is about the U.S. state.
... Polyvinyl chloride Polyvinyl chloride IUPAC Polychloroethene commonly abbreviated PVC is a widely
used thermoplastic polymer. ... Not to be confused with the element silicon. ... USD redirects here. ...
The RealDoll is designed to recreate the appearance texture and weight of the human male and
female form. Their primary function is to serve as sex partners. This activity can be accompanied by
certain preparations such as dressing them up in diﬀerent types of clothing, changing wigs or
makeup, and even adjusting body temperature by use of electric blankets or baths. An electric
blanket a is a blanket with an intergrated electrical heating device. ... Early prototypes were made
from solid latex with an interior skeleton, but construction of the outer material was later switched to
more realistic silicone. Recent innovations in silicone formulae skeletal elements and storage methods
now allow for a doll that is less prone to tears and compression marks than older dolls, although they
are by no means indestructible. This article is about the typesetting system. ... The current
incarnation of the female RealDoll product was introduced in the mid-1990s. It is now available in 10
customizable body styles with a choice of 15 faces and ﬁve skin tones. Unusually colored skinblue for
exampleis also available as an option, as are tan lines. In 2003 Abyss introduced the Face-X system,
allowing any face to be interchangeable with any body. Multiple faces can then be attached one at a
time to a single doll by the owner. For the band see 1990s band. ... The phrase tan line refers to an
area or areas of pronounced comparative paleness in relation to other areas of the body that may
have experienced Sun tanning or sunburn. ... Year 2003 MMIII was a common year starting on
Wednesday of the Gregorian calendar. ... Charlie is a male RealDoll is also available. Shemale dolls
may also be purchased from the company, although these must be custom ordered. Abyss also sells
silicone body parts such as partial torsos breasts and male genitalia. Image File history File links
Download high-resolution version 1020x708 416 KB Spare silicone face and receptacle for the
RealDoll Face-X system. ... Image File history File links Download high-resolution version 1020x708
416 KB Spare silicone face and receptacle for the RealDoll Face-X system. ... Shemale Look up in
Wiktionary, the free dictionary. ... The human torso Torso is an anatomical term for the greater part of
the human body without the head and limbs. ... A sex organ or primary sexual characteristic as
narrowly deﬁned is any of those anatomical parts of the body which are involved in sexual
reproduction and constitute the reproductive system in a complex organism in mammals these are
Female Bartholins glands cervix clitoris Fallopian tubes ovaries labia Skenes... For a time the company

also oﬀered customizations such as robotic hip actuators and computer controlled speech feedback.
These expensive options appear to be no longer available, but RealDoll creator Matt McMullen has
stated a desire to keep working in the areas of robotics and artiﬁcial intelligence. Use of RealDolls is
not exclusively sexual. Some owners use the dolls merely as stand-ins for human models in
photography or other visual art. Some owners also use the dolls as non-sexual companion substitutes
rarelyif everhaving intercourse with them. Still other owners buy the
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